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TIMING

Musical training
Rammsayer, T. H., Buttkus, F., & Altenmüller, E. (2012).
Musicians do better than nonmusicians in both auditory and
visual timing tasks. Music Perception, 30, 85–96.

Being able to process time and rhythm very precisely is
certainly a key feature of success in music. Usually, studies
investigating the capabilities of musicians for processing
temporal information have been conducted in combination
with tests of motor skills. Superior performance of musi-
cians over nonmusicians on timing tasks largely depends on
the strong central nervous coupling of auditory and sensory-
motor representations. In this new study, by Rammsayer and
collaborators, 40 formally trained musicians and 40 controls
without musical experience are compared. The authors ex-
tend the investigation to a series of perceptual timing tasks,
namely rhythm perception, temporal fusion, duration dis-
crimination (at 50 ms and at 1 s) and temporal generalization
(at 75 ms and at 1 s) and they do this in both the auditory
and visual modalities. Except for the temporal generalization
task in the 1-s range, they observed higher temporal acuity
with auditory stimuli than visual stimuli. The overall superi-
ority for auditory over vision for temporal processing is con-
sistent with most previous reports on this subject. Musicians
had superior temporal acuity compared to nonmusicians in all
temporal tasks (except for temporal generalization). Most
interestingly, the superiority of musicians over nonmusicians
for processing temporal information extended to the visual
modality. This finding led the authors to posit that there is one
general internal timing mechanism that underlies all of these
different aspects of timing performance. To test their hypoth-
esis, they conducted a principal component analysis in order
to identify the dimensional structure of timing performance. It
turned out that all timing tasks (except for auditory temporal

generalization at 75 ms and visual temporal generalization at
1 s), exhibited substantial loadings on the first unrotated
principal component. In addition to concluding that there is
a task- and modality-independent general internal timing
mechanism, Rammsayer and collaborators (2012) claim that
musicians’ long-lasting intensive music training, starting in
childhood, improves general timing ability irrespective of
sensory modality.—S.G.

MEMORY

Allocating system memory
Sims, C.R., Jacobs, R.A., & Knill, D.C. (2012). An ideal
observer analysis of visual working memory. Psychological
Review, 119(4), 807–830.

Slots or resources, that is the question. Or rather, that was
the question. Some results seemed consistent with slot the-
ory, in which a limited number of stimuli (like four) could
be remembered with equal precision. Other results seemed
consistent with resource theory, in which precision varied
inversely with the (unlimited) number of stimuli to be re-
membered. Sims et al. (2012) have recast the question from
the viewpoint of an ideal observer: How should memory be
apportioned to multiple stimuli? The answer depends on
what the observer is trying to achieve.

Within the context of information theory, it can be gen-
erally assumed that the best way to transmit or store infor-
mation is the way that minimizes distortion. There are many
ways of quantifying distortion, but however it is done,
information theory specifies how its minimum depends on
both the distribution of to-be-remembered stimuli and the
amount (i.e. total capacity) of memory.

Sims et al. adopt a fairly generic definition of distortion,
and demonstrate that performance in two memory tasks
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does indeed depend on the distribution of to-be-remembered
stimuli in just the way specified by information theory.

Not content with sidestepping the issue of slots vs resour-
ces, Sims et al. further demonstrate their data are most
consistent with the performance of an otherwise ideal ob-
server that is handicapped not only with a finite amount of
visual memory, but also with the non-zero probability of
forgetting items altogether. Sure enough, the average num-
ber of items not forgotten turns out to be very similar to the
number of “slots” inferred from previous research.

Other authors have combined slots and undifferentiated
resources within a single modeling framework, but this one
has the advantage of being grounded in information theory,
and consequently can produce quantitative predictions for
the effect of stimulus distribution (i.e. heterogeneity) on
memory performance without requiring any extra parame-
ters or further modification.—J.A.S.

ATTENTIONAL CONTROL

Addicted to color?
Anderson, B.A., & Yantis, S. (2012). Persistence of value-
driven attentional capture. Journal of Experimental Psychol-
ogy: Human Perception and Performance. doi: 10.1037/
a0030860.

Current theories of attention contend that focal attention
can be controlled by both goal-directed and stimulus-driven
sources of information. This dichotomy has been quite
successful in explaining a wide range of findings obtained
from a variety of different paradigms such as spatial cueing
and visual search. However, accumulating evidence sug-
gests that these two sources of information may not be
sufficient to adequately explain how attention is allocated
in the visual field. For instance, research into the nature of
executive functioning has recently distinguished between
“cold” and “hot” forms of cognitive control. From this
perspective, much of the previous attention research has
focused on what might be considered cold-control mecha-
nisms, which are likely to be elicited by experiments that
manipulate basic visual properties such as the color and
orientation of the display items. In contrast, relatively little
attention research has investigated the role of hot-control
mechanisms, which are likely to be elicited by experiments
that manipulate the affective significance of display items.

Over the past couple years, Anderson and Yantis have
attempted to address this gap in knowledge by investigating
how the reward value of a stimulus can influence its priority.
These experiments typically involve a training phase in
which observers search for one of two possible target colors
on each trial. During this training phase, one target is spec-
ified as the “high-value” color because it is associated with a

relatively large monetary reward (e.g., 15 cents) whereas the
other target is specified as the “low-value” color because it
is associated with a relatively small monetary reward (e.g., 3
cents).

Following this training phase, observers then participate
in a test phase in which the color of the display items is
neither relevant nor associated with reward. Rather, during
the test phase, observers are required to search for a form
singleton—a single diamond presented among several
circles—and then discriminate the orientation of an inner
line segment. Each of the forms shown in the target display
appears as a different color, but the color of the forms is
irrelevant; of critical importance is whether one of the non-
target forms appears as a previously rewarded color, which
occurs on half of the trials. Furthermore, this critical non-
target form appears as the high-value color on half of these
trials and it appears as the low-value color on the other half
of these trials.

Although the color of the display items is neither relevant
nor rewarded during the test phase, the main findings have
shown that search is disrupted more by the presence of a
high-value distractor than by the presence of a low-value
distractor. These findings are important because they sug-
gest that the relative salience of the distractor’s color can be
influenced by its reward value. But how long do such
associations last? Previous findings have demonstrated that
the differences observed between the high-value and low-
value conditions tend to persist across the duration of the
test phase, at least. But in the present study, Anderson and
Yantis show that the effect of reward value continues to
exert an effect on search times even when a duration of
7–9 months separate the training and testing phases of the
experiment. Moreover, the persistent effect of reward value
was observed even though the observers could no longer
explicitly recall which of the two colors was associated with
the high reward and which was associated with the low
reward. Thus, the reward value of a visual stimulus appears
to operate at an implicit level that is also strongly resistant to
extinction. Precisely why the visual attention system exhib-
its such “color addiction” will need to be addressed by
future studies. In the meantime, the present findings appear
to reveal a potentially maladaptive aspect of the value-
driven control system inasmuch as this control system may
continue to prioritize visual stimuli that have long since lost
their value.—B.G.

MOTION PERCEPTION

Stuck in an illusory rut
Anstis, S. (2012). The furrow illusion: Peripheral motion
becomes aligned with stationary contours. Journal of Vision,
12 (12), doi: 10.1167/12.12.12
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Stuart Anstis has done it again! The master illusionist has
discovered a wonderful and revealing new effect called the
furrow illusion (Anstis 2012). The article contains a number
of variants of this effect that you can view. Each of these
displays presents a motion stimulus that appears dramatical-
ly different when viewed peripherally than it does when
viewed foveally. Viewed foveally, each display comprises
one or more objects of some sort (often but not always, the
objects are disks) moving over a background filled with a
stationary black-and-white square wave pattern whose orien-
tation is diagonal with respect to the direction of object mo-
tion. When you look straight at one of these stimuli, you see
this motion veridically. However, when you view the stimulus
peripherally, the motion of the objects is very powerfully
captured by the square wave pattern; like ball bearings caught
in the furrows of a corrugated surface, disks (which one still
sees as discrete objects) appear to move smoothly (and para-
doxically) along the bars of the square wave.

Illusions are interesting because they reveal computation-
al short-cuts taken in perceptual processing, short-cuts that
suffice to keep us alive but that can lead to false judgments
about some facet of reality. A furrow-illusion stimulus
receives sufficiently careful analysis in central vision that
we see the object motion we expect to see. Clearly, however,
as these stimuli reveal, peripheral vision takes a major short-
cut in extracting object motion.

What is the nature of this short-cut? As Anstis observes,
the motion that these stimuli evoke in peripheral vision
seems to be carried by the points of intersection between
the boundary of the moving object and the black-white
edges of the square wave. The instantaneous motion of
any given one of these points of intersection is always in
the direction in which the square wave is oriented, and this
is precisely the direction in which objects appear to move in
a peripherally viewed furrow-illusion display.

What, though, is so special about these points of inter-
section, and why might they play such a dominant role in
peripheral motion processing? There is a clear answer to this
question. These points of intersection are special because
they have high “intrinsic two-dimensionality”: that is, they
cannot be well-approximated by a pattern of lines and bars
all of the same orientation. An image region consisting of a
pattern of bars all of a fixed orientation is not very useful for
determining the local direction of motion. To see why,
consider a vertical square wave printed on a piece of paper
and viewed through a circular aperture. If the paper is pulled
directly to the left at the rate of one bar-width per second,
the bars will move to left at exactly this rate. However, if the
paper is pulled at a 60 degree angle up and to the left (or
down and to the left) at the rate of two bar-widths per second,
the motion presented by the bars will appear exactly the same.
Pattern regions of high intrinsic two-dimensionality are im-
mune to this “aperture problem.” For example, if I a draw a

pattern of vertical and horizontal criss-crossing lines on my
piece of paper, then no matter how I pull the paper, the motion
that I will see will correspond exactly to the velocity at which
the paper is being pulled.

The furrow illusion suggests that peripheral vision takes
the following computational short-cut: it assumes that image
regions of high intrinsic two-dimensionality reflect object
features whose motion will in fact signal the motion of the
corresponding objects. However, this strategy fails dramat-
ically for furrow-illusion displays because in these displays,
regions of high intrinsic two-dimensionality are not created
by fixed features of objects. Instead, they are produced by
the boundaries of objects occluding or intersecting the sta-
tionary, oriented background.—C.C.

Barth, E., Zetzsche, C., & Rentschler, I. (1998). Intrinsic
two-dimensional features as textons. J Opt Soc Am A Opt
Image Sci Vis, 15 (7), 1723–1732.

PERCEPTION AND LEARNING:

Breaking camouflage through learning
Chen, X. & Hegdé, J. (2012). Learning to break camouflage
by learning the background. Psychological Science, 23(11),
1395–403. doi: 10.1177/0956797612445315

Separating foreground objects from backgrounds is a fun-
damental visual process that is necessary for successful object
recognition, because objects are extraordinarily difficult to
recognize if the boundaries of objects are unknown. Camou-
flage is a case in point: Camouflaged objects are difficult to
recognize—and even detect in the first place—because the
edges and boundaries of such objects cannot be readily
extracted from an image. Thus, learning how to break cam-
ouflage, which is critical in many situations, would require an
improvement in figure-background segregation.

In their recent paper, Chen and Hegdé (2012) use signal
detection theory (SDT) to motivate a possible mechanism
for breaking camouflage. Statistical properties of back-
ground images would provide one distribution of properties;
when an object is added to a background image, the statis-
tical properties would change, altering the distribution of
these properties. If observers can learn statistical regularities
in background images and in background plus object
images, then breaking camouflage in any particular image
can be viewed as a comparison between the current image
and the two learned distributions.

To determine if the human visual system can break cam-
ouflage by learning regularities of background images, Chen
and Hegdé created several instances of a particular back-
ground type (e.g., a foliage pattern); some of these back-
grounds contained an object (a texturized face) and some
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did not. Observers were trained to discriminate images con-
taining a target from those that did not. This training
allowed observers to learn the regularities of images con-
taining and not containing foreground objects. The training
was deceptively simple: Observers saw an image and were
instructed to report whether or not a face was present, and
observers received only general feedback about this re-
sponse—whether they were correct or incorrect. As Chen
and Hegdé note, this procedure does not require observers to
learn anything about the background texture.

Prior to the training phase, observers performed a pre-
training test as a baseline measure of object detection; this
same test was repeated after training. Observers viewed
several types of images during these testing sessions, and
these conditions allowed Chen and Hegdé to determine, for
example, if training generalized to new objects (digital
embryos) that differed from the trained face objects.

The findings indicated that observers could learn to break
camouflage by learning properties of the background textures
and generalize to new instances of background textures and to
new objects. Discriminability, measured by d’, was low before
any training. At the posttraining test, observers showed higher
discriminability overall than at pretest, and their discrimina-
bility also increased for novel targets in learned backgrounds,
even for new instances of the background texture that had not
been viewed during training. Thus, the ability to break cam-
ouflage relied on learning properties of the background tex-
tures, not on properties of the target objects. Chen and Hegdé
extended these results in a later experiment by creating train-
ing images that did not contain an explicit target, only the
statistical properties of the targets that had been used in
previous experiments. Nonetheless, observers were able to
use experience with these images to break camouflage and
detect targets against learned backgrounds post training.

Chen and Hegdé’s findings provide an interesting exten-
sion to the statistical learning literature, demonstrating that
statistical learning can have wide-ranging applications such as
breaking camouflage. The findings are also interesting for
accounts of figure-ground segregation, which typically focus
on properties of foreground figures for disentangling these
objects from backgrounds. Chen and Hegdé’s results suggest
that in some situations, properties of the background might
assist with figure-ground separation, raising the possibility of
a complimentary set of principles akin to the Gestalt ‘laws’
that operate on the background instead of the figure.—S.P.V.

OLFACTION

White nose
Weiss, T., Snitz, K., Yablonka, A., Khan, R. M., Gafsou, D.,
Schneidman, E., et al. (2012). Perceptual convergence of
multi-component mixtures in olfaction implies an olfactory

white. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
109(49), 19959–19964.

If you mix together a wide range of wavelengths, span-
ning the visible spectrum, the resulting percept will increas-
ingly approximate white. An auditory combination will
sound more and more like white noise as you add more
frequencies. What about smell? Is there the olfactory equiv-
alent of “white” and, if so, what would it smell like?

To find out, Weiss et al. collected a large number of
odorants that spanned olfactory space and subsequently
created mixes that varied in their number of components.
The core finding was that mixtures with more components
smelled closer to each other than those with few compo-
nents. Of course, that would not be a huge surprise, if the
large mixtures shared more components. However, the in-
dividual elements were unique to each mixture. Chemically,
these were totally different. Perceptually, they were quite
similar. These mixtures are close to being olfactory meta-
mers: mixtures that yield the same perceptual consequences
from different physical stimuli.

Weiss et al. never quite managed to create perfect
olfactory metamers. Their complex mixtures were per-
ceptually similar but not identical. This probably reflects
the complexity of olfactory space. Color space is 3-
dimensional so, if you get the right three primaries,
you can make “white”—like the RGB sub-pixels of
the monitor on which I am viewing this text. Olfactory
space is of a much higher dimensionality. No limited set
of primaries is known so the best approximation of
white is a broad mix, analogous to the broad mix,
reflected from the “white” paper on which I was taking
notes. My “white” screen and “white” paper are not
identical but I identify both as categorically “white”.
To demonstrate a similar effect in olfaction, Weiss et
al. taught observers that a particular 40-component mix
was a smell called “Laurax”. They then asked Os if
other mixes were instances of Laurax. Other 40-
component mixes, even with minimal overlap in their
components, had about a 70 % chance of being called
“Laurax”. A 20-component mix dropped that probability
to about 35 %.

Of course, not all complex mixes of odorants smell
“white” (or “Laurax”). Some smell like bacon or coffee or
chocolate. The components in these mixes are not equated
for intensity, nor do they evenly span olfactory space. This
is similar to almost any colored surface in the world that
reflects a complex but unbalanced mix of wavelengths to the
eye. When it is suitably balanced, what does olfactory white
smell like? Appropriately, it is a sort of middling smell,
lying about half way along the scale from pleasant to un-
pleasant and about half way on another important scale—
edibility.—J.M.W.
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